A computer model based on the wave-envelope technique is used to study the propagation of spinning acoustic modes in converging hard-walled and lined circular ducts carrying near sonic mean flows. The results show that with increasing spinning mode number the intensification of the acoustic signal at the throat decreases for upstream propagation. The influence of the throat Mach number, frequency, boundary-layer thickness, and liner admittance on the propagation of spinning modes is considered.
INTRODUCTION
The use of high bypass turbofan engines has resulted in the reduction of noise associated with the jet exhaust and has enhanced the fuel economy of the engine. But noise emissions from the inlet nacelles produced by the fan are of such a level as to raise objections from communities near airports.
Hence much attention has been devoted to reducing the inlet noise. The use of choked inlets has long been recognized as an effective means of reducing upstream noise propagation •'2 although such inlets require careful design to prevent excessive loss in compressor performance. Therefore using a near sonic inlet, or partially choked inlet, along with an acoustic duct liner is one method that has received considerable attention in the reduction of inlet noise.
In a previous analysis, Nayfeh 3 used the wave-envelope 
I. THE WAVE-ENVELOPE TECHNIQUE
The wave-envelope technique is used to study acoustic propagation in hard-and soft-wailed circular ducts (Fig. 1) 
where u, v, and w are the velocities in the axial, radial and azimuthal directions, respectively, and the subscript rn has been suppressed.
The boundary conditions are based on the assumption that the duct wall is lined with a point-reacting acoustic material whose specific acoustic admittance • may vary along the duct. For no-slip mean flows, a requirement of continuity of the particle displacement gives v,-R'u,=(•/pwcw)p,(1 +R'2) •/2, at r=R,
where R' is the slope of the wall and the subscript w 
Equations ( The lowest right-running mode is incident at x =0 so that the acoustic signal propagates upstream. As the inlet displacement thickness increases the peak acoustic pressure amplitude increases and the wall value decreases. Therefore it appears that the boundarylayer thickness has a strong refractive effect for spinning modes as well as axisymmetric modes. But as noted before the signal is not focused along the duct centerline.
The dependence on the frequency of the acoustic pressure is shown in Fig. 11 . The input values for this case are the same as the previous case except that the inlet displacement thickness is set at 0. 001 and the frequency is varied. Again the plots are constructed at the throat and four modes are included.
The lowest right-running mode is incident at x--0 which implies that upstream propagation takes place. Increasing the frequency results in an increase in the amplitude of the maximum acoustic pressure. 
